Media Release - ScenePro CI 200 System

Innovation in Collision & Critical Incident Investigation/Reconstruction
ScenePro Limited are delighted to announce the launch of their new, innovative and unrivalled collision investigation and
reconstruction technology encapsulated within the ground breaking CI 200 collision investigation & reconstruction system.
Police forces, collision investigators and those who are seeking to understand the true causation factors behind a fatal or
life changing road collision will find the CI 200 system invaluable in investigating and reconstructing vehicle movements
whilst capturing key vehicle testing telemetry data and imaging.
Designed and manufactured in the UK to the highest technological standards, the CI 200 system is an evidentially valid,
fully calibrated 'instrument' that provides 100% reliable and accurate data for inclusion within collision investigation reports,
court files and other legal papers (both criminal and civil proceedings). The key features of the CI 200 system are:
• Ground breaking use of ultra high-accuracy technology;
• Facilitates new opportunities for more advanced post collision testing/reconstructions;
• Reduces costs, saving time at collision scenes and during follow up investigations;
• Helps police to meet the stringent requirements of the UK College of Policing (CoP) doctrine in respect of
road death investigations; and
• Enhances the quality of evidential reports introduced into the civil and criminal courts.
Speaking about the launch of the CI 200 system, Mike Peck, MD at ScenePro commented:
"The system was developed in response to the difficulties I have encountered personally as a senior investigating officer
when supporting police collision investigators. These highly skilled individuals have not previously had the equipment they
need to fully exploit their expertise and it is a vocational commitment of mine to address this.
The CI 200 will make an enormous difference, not only to collision investigators but also to those who scrutinise the
subsequent outcomes of their investigations. Everyone involved in examining the aftermath of fatal and life changing
collisions will benefit from the additional information the CI 200 will provide”

The former police lead for collision investigation in England & Wales (2009-14) Assistant Chief Constable (retired) Sean
White commented:
"Reducing the number of collisions that result in the loss of life or serious injury remains a priority for the police service but
when such tragic events occur it is essential that a thorough, detailed and comprehensive investigation takes place.

Those affected by such collisions, their families and third parties such as CPS, coroners and the courts require effective
investigation and the presentation of evidence that satisfies the need for the 'search for the truth' whilst providing 'answers'
to those affected and their loved ones.
I believe that the ScenePro CI 200 system is the most significant advance in investigative technology in 20 years and it
presents an invaluable opportunity to those tasked with the essential role of investigation."

Notes: Full details of the ScenePro CI system can be located at the company website www.scenepro.co.uk. A
comprehensive Business Benefits Analysis is available via this website and local ‘in force’ demonstrations can be
requested in the same way.
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